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The new connectors made of micro HDMI cables are just half the size of conventional HDMI mini
connectors and they are specially designed for various portable devices like mobile phones and
pocket cameras etc. These connectors are suitable for video signals up to 1080p. Since these
cables are of superior quality they ensure the best connection. These cables can produce pictures
of stunning clarity and surround sound of the best quality. Hence they are the most ideal for
cameras and videos as well as movies in Full 1080p HD. They are proved as the best cables for all
portable electronic products and also for home theater.

The connectors made of this type of cables are able to pass data at the same speed as that of
cables of double the size because they are powered by an integrated circuit. The high speed and
convenience of using make these cables the best for various connections. Since these cables are
very thin they are easier to handle. These cables are very easy to pack and carry due to their light
weight and flexibility.

Though micro HDMI cables are very small in size, they are capable of supporting all HDMI
specifications like data rate of 10.2Gbps, 3D, deep colours, 4k x 2k, audio return channel and
Ethernet etc. Today these cables are the best for digital video connections. The connectors that are
made of these cables are small in size so that they are ideal for installers and for concealed use.
Besides HD TVs, these cables can be used in DVD Players, game consoles, satellite set top boxes
and DVRs. They can transfer video and audio into HD TV. Users can easily share videos and music
through these cables. They ensure the best signal quality.

This new type of HDMI cables are the only cables that are capable of transferring uncompressed
HD video and multi channel digital audio with resolution above 1440p. By way of transferring both
digital audio and video through a single cable they keep the circuit compact and less confusing. By
using these cables one can access his media library from his mobile phone, digital camera and
camcorder. They reproduce all the colours that are captured on HD TV by camera and camcorder.
These cables are ideal for 24-bit colour DSLRs. These cables when pass under carpets remain flat
and run smoothly over walls. When there is shortage of space these cables can be bent easily in
right angle for easy connections. These are the thinnest but the fastest cables.
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Get the great quality a cat5 network cables at the most competitive prices possible. We have a huge
range of high quality, affordable and a speaker wire for DVD, satellite boxes, LCD, projectors,
plasma and HDTVs. For more details about Mini Hdmi Cable, ir repeater visit us online.
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